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The purpose of this contribution is to report on some new progress achieved in
a general research program, the aim of which is to study two body scattering
1+2 + 3+4 in terms of two variable expansions of scattering amplitudes. The essence
of this approach is that the entire dependence of the amplitudes on the kinematic
parameters

(e.g. energy and scattering angle) is displayed explicitly in known special

functions whereas the dynamics are transferred to the expansion coefficients. A successful

separation of kinematics and dynamics along these lines should:

(a) Provide a

convenient formalism fom describing experimental data over large regions of energies
and angles.

(b) Serve as a tool for the formulation of dynamical theories and models.

Most of the earlier work in this direction was restricted to spinless particles
e.g. 1,2 and

the review 3

(see

containing many more references to the original work)

Here we generalize to arbitrary spins.
As in the earlier work 3 we shall use the representation theory of the Lorentz
group to provide expansions. We shall call the relevant Lorentz group the "Internal
Lorentz Group" O(3.1), as opposed to the kinematical Lorentz group 0(3.1), providing
transformations between different inertial frames of reference. A transformation of
this Internal Lorentz Group will transform a state of two particles at rest into a
state with momenta (pl,P2) = (mlx,m2~x), where x is a unit four vector and ~ a reflection operator.

In order to obtain the usual single variable expansions of helicity

amplitudes Jacob and Wick 4 introduced Poincarg irreducible two particle states in a
helicity basis

Iw(a)jnXlX 2 > =

d£(@,O ) DnXI+X2(,,@,O ) [a@# Xlt 2 >

(i)

where we have put

(2)

laO¢ XlX 2 > ~ IplX 1 > @ Ip2~ 2 > ~ Ix ilX2 >.
(w(a) = (pl+P2)2 is t h e i n v a r i a n t

energy, Dj

a Wigner D function).

nXl+X 2
We further introduce internal Lorentz states

I(ovs)jn > =

~ (SlXlS2X2lsx)
XlX 2

sh2a da d j s x ( a ) lw(a)jnXiX 2 > .

(3)
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Here dP.v. (a) is an 0(3,1) finite transformation
3sA
ted to the invariant energy:

reduced matrix element 5, a is rela-

w 2_ (ml_m2) 2
ch2a

,

(4)

4mlm 2
s i and I i are the particle spins and helicities,

j and n are the total angular momen-

tum and its projection and p and 9 label representations

of 0(3,1). Relation

(3) can

easily be inverted.
Introducing the scattering matrix T and calculating its matrix elements between
two particle initial and final states, both expanded in terms of the internal Lorentz
states

(3), we obtain, after some manipulations,

the following complete expansion of

the helicity amplitudes:
< a @4 13141TI

a'00 1112 > = 6(w(a) - w(a'))
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Here A x : R(~,@,0)
satisfies

(5)

(Ax)"
r--dp ~ jL~, Tjss,
pv I, Djl,jX
pv

B(a) is a Lorentz transformation

(4); @ is the e.m.s, scattering

(R is a rotation,

angle, % an irrelevant

B(a) a boost),

a

azimuthal angle. The

Lorentz group D function satisfies

P'~
Djx,jX(^
x)

=

d~xCa) D~,1(¢ , e , o ) .

(6)

The symbols (sls'1'IsA) denote 0(3) Clebsch Gordan coefficientsFinally T~s~s,1, are
the "Lorentz amplitudes",
Formula

carrying the dynamics.

(5) thus provides us with the required result. The energy and scattering

angle only enter via known functions.
Wick 0(3) little group expansion,
tial wave helicity amplitudes.
hold behaviour

The expansion

supplemented

can be interpreted

as the Jacob and

by an integral expansion of the par-

Each partial wave automatically has the correct thres-

(in view of the behavior of d I~"
~ (a) for a + 0). The 0(3,1)

group under-

lying the expansion is the internal Lorentz group, discussed above, and its introduction is a relativistic

analogue of the separating out of the center of

inertia motion.

In (5) j is the total angular momentum in the initial and final state and it hence
satisfies max(t1+12,

13+14) -< j < ~.

The 0(3,1)

(together with j) and satisfies - j -< 9 -< j.

label 9 is integer or half integer

The other 0(3,1)

label p is in general
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a complex number.

The integration over p in (5) can be restricted to the real axis

(-~<p<~) if the expanded helicity amplitudes belong to a Hilbert space of square
integrable functions.

This is a physical assumption, implying e.g. that the corres-

ponding total cross sections decrease for a ÷ ~.

For more general amplitudes, e.g.

polynomially increasing ones, the integration path in the p plane must be appropriately chosen (and will involve nonunitary representations of 0(3,1)).
We have so far restricted ourselves to expansions using a basis corresponding
to the reduction 0(3,1) • 0(3) • 0(2).
basis can be used.

As in the case of spinless particles 3, other

Thus, the reduction 0(3,1) • 0(2,1) • 0(2) will provide us with

Regge pole type expansions in the energy variable, supplemented by an expansion of
the reggeized partial wave amplitudes.

The 0(3,1) • E(2) • 0(2) reduction will

lead to a two variable generalization of the eikonal expansions.
For further details we refer to a forthcoming article 6.
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